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Sam Grant, a young ex Army Officer, is our hero in the world of the Pharaohs. He has discovered a quarter of a map which shows that there is buried treasure to be found in the Temple of Anubis. Pharaoh Hotep’s ruby is the real treasure. This is the most valuable ruby in the world. Pharaoh Hotep will not rest until the ruby is back within the walls of the temple, and will wreak havoc and disaster throughout the land. Sam Grant, along with his colleagues the Professor and Miss Pippin Reed, have different ideas as they want the ruby to show the rest of the world. Why not take part in the Adventure and take a look at our new range of Adventurers coming out in March. You will not be disappointed!

If you want to know more about the ancient language of Hieroglyphics then why not look on the web site http://www.quizland.com/hiero.pht

LET THE ADVENTURE BEGIN...

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUERIES ABOUT LEGO® PRODUCTS THEN PLEASE CALL US ON 0345 080070

© LEGO, the PRIMO logo, the DUPLO logo and the SYSTEM logo are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 1998 LEGO Group.
NEW FOR MARCH

5988 The Temple of Anubis. The Adventurers search the area in their balloon. Any intruders into the temple are met by trapdoors, skeletons and other disasters. This set has all four pieces of the map which can be joined together to give the answer to the whereabouts of the red ruby. From 8 years.

5938 The Anubis Chamber. The Egyptian jackal-headed god of the dead protects the treasure from all those bounty hunters. From 6 years.

5900 Sam Grant. From 5 years.
5919 The Valley of the Kings.
From 7 years.
5928 Harry Cane’s Bi-plane. Cane’s plane is full of equipment to help Sam Grant in the search for the missing ruby. Cane has another part of the map which will help Sam once they catch up with each other. From 6 years.

5978 The Secret of the Sphinx. The treasure is safe in the bowels of the Sphinx. However, the Adventurers are getting ever closer to the largest ruby the world has ever known, called the ReGou. This ruby is hidden in the Temple. The ruby used to belong to Pharaoh Hotep and his spirit will not rest until the ruby is returned to his tomb. Until this happens, strange events will occur and the mummy will wander restlessly, spreading terror in its wake. From 8 years.

5918 Sam Grant’s Scorpion. Sam Grant, a first class explorer has real problems. He only has a quarter of the treasure map! From 5 years.
NEW FOR JANUARY

6568 Dragster Raceway. Get ready for the race. Engage the helicopter into action to view the race from the skies. Includes a good set of tools for those essential repairs. From 8 years.

6584 Canyon Challenge. Extremers can tackle even the most dangerous of challenges. The trapdoor of the tent is released when a car collides with it, one of the Extremers can ‘climb’ across the river or up the mountain side with the use of the rope and many other challenging features! From 8 years.
6585 **Hang Glider.** The sky's the limit with this Extremer's Hang Glider. From 6 years.

6580 **Fireball.** Only the toughest Extremer can handle this machine with opening cockpit and professional tool kit. From 7 years.

6567 **Swamp Racer.** For high speed racing. From 6 years.

6572 **Sand Storming.** Whether on land or sea you can get really get into the action with our latest beach buggy and surf board. From 6 years.
NEW FOR JANUARY

6479 Res-Q Control Centre.
The hub of the action! This is where it all happens. The Control Centre Team has the responsibility for co-ordinating major situations and ensuring that the Res-Q Team are ready to travel anywhere, at anytime, to anyone in real trouble! From 8 years.

6445 Res-Q Response 2.
Includes a stretcher for those sudden emergencies. The vehicle is also equipped with a joy-stick for easy steering on rough terrain. From 7 years.

6415 Res-Q Jet Ski.
From 5 years.
6451 Res-Q Boat I. Boat includes a small craft which can be launched and sent to more dangerous and craggy parts of the sea shore. From 7 years.

6462 Res-Q Helicopter. With working rotor blades, a stretcher that fits into the helicopter and adjustable search lights, this helicopter and Res-Q Team will be ready for any emergency! From 7 years.

6431 Res-Q Response I. An off-roader equipped for any emergency. From 6 years.

6473 Res-Q Hovercraft. With rock and jack hammer, pneumatic cutter, night glasses and fire extinguisher the Res-Q Team are fully equipped to tackle any major situation. The excavator's crane arm can be mounted with any of the tools for use. The hovercraft is a real beast of a machine complete with all the latest technology, no situation is too big for this team! From 8 years.
6549 Police Road Block. Once construction has taken place the three vehicles and their drivers can be seen on the new road plates. The Police Helicopter takes over when a faster response is required. Complete with road signs and telephone kiosk for any emergency. From 5 years.

6566 Security Express. The bank has a surveillance camera, cash dispenser and cash that is taken away by the Security Express in its safety box. From 5 years.

6328 Police Helitran. The Police Helitran team are waiting for any emergency with their newly designed truck and trailer, and their helicopter for those airborne searches which are necessary for modern policing. The driver of the truck keeps in contact with the pilot via the police radio. They can really ensure that they have the public's safety at heart! From 5 years.

6332 Police Headquarters. An easy to build Police Headquarters which has all the latest technology to combat crime. To ensure public safety the police team also have a number of vehicles and a helicopter which they use in their fight to combat crime. The police team is made up of 9 people, including a video camera technician and control room co-ordinator. From 5 years.

6324 Highway Patrol. From 5 years.
6565 Construction Crew.
From 5 years.

6325 Cargo Express.
From 5 years.

6330 Cargo Express Hub. All the cargo destined for the town travels through this terminal. From 5 years.

6554 Fire Station. This fire station is made up of 3 parts which can be combined or used separately depending on the needs of the builder. The fire engine has a fire ladder, hose and smoke equipment. The control room is situated at the top of the fire station with a separate office downstairs. From 5 years.
**TOWN**

**NEW FOR JANUARY**

6424 Truck Race. Tune your truck and be ready for the off. From 5 years.

6426 The Pit Stop. With the latest equipment the Pit Stop can solve any mechanical problem. The Pit Stop has plenty of room for 3 mototrikes, 2 4-wheeled vehicles and a trailer. The people can change from being mechanics to off-road racers with their newly decorated flame helmets. From 5 years.

6400 Go Kart. From 5 years.

6327 Team Turbo. Face the LEGO challenge with the Turbo Team. From 5 years.

6329 Truck Stop. Tired truckers can stop for a pizza or check their vehicles at the Truck Stop and Cafe. The Cafe can be a very busy place and its staff kept on the go all day long. The set also includes an earth mover and truck and trailer. From 5 years.

6564 Refuse Truck. From 5 years.

6422 Telecom Repair. From 5 years. (Spring/Summer Limited Edition Only)

6420 Post Express. From 5 years. (Spring/Summer Limited Edition Only)
SHIPS

6320 2 road plates - T-junction. From 5 years.

6321 2 road plates - Curved. From 5 years.

6322 2 road plates - Straight. From 5 years.

6323 2 road plates - Crossroads. From 5 years.

4002 Power Boat Floats on water. From 6 years.

4012 Police Harbour Patrol Floats on water, with video camera for speed patrolling. From 6 years.

4022 Coast Guard Floats on water with 2-seat cockpit. From 7 years.

6318 Flowers, Trees and Fences. From 5 years.

6326 LEGO People. From 5 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY
6199 Aqua Base. Pitfalls and trapdoors are much in evidence in the base, the home of the Aquanauts. From 8 years.

6180 Aquanaut Magnox. This vessel includes a prison for storage of the Stingrays when they are captured. The small vessel with suction pads can be detached from the Magnox when the crystal needs to be gathered from the sea bed. The Aquanaut Fleet is a highly intelligent life force, capable of finding the crystal from anywhere! From 8 years.
6140 Stingray Crab. Grabs everything from the sea bed. From 6 years.

6160 Stingray Lobster. The craft can split into smaller and more powerful deep sea vessels which are manned by Stingrays. They lie in wait to steal the crystal from the Aquanautes. Like their vessels, the Stingrays are fishlike, organic characters who are not particularly intelligent or friendly! From 7 years.

6198 The Stingray. The most powerful vessel in the Stingray Fleet. Complete with jointed tail, the vessel has two detachable vessels for seeking out the elusive crystal. Once stolen the crystal is stored and secured by powerful magnets. From 8 years.
NEW FOR AUGUST

6817 Mosquito Scout. From 5 years.

6903 Beetle Pod. From 5 years.

6837 Mantis Scavenger. Piloted by Insector 1, the scavenger includes a magnet for picking things up! From 6 years.

6977 Arachno Base. A sly spider! The base can split into two, to form two vessels, one with wheels and the other containing the special Insectoid unit which creates light and sound. Webb is the Commander of the Arachno Base which also acts as the group's fuelling station. From 8 years.
6969 **Space Swarm.** With the new insectoid unit which gives off light and sound the front of the vessel can be detached from the rear to become a high speed space ship for those tricky manoeuvres. There are also 2 smaller vessels attached by magnets which have further magnetic elements to pick up the Voltstone from the planet Armeron. Zec, Captain of the Space Swarm, is the most experienced member of the team to pilot this craft. From 8 years.

6907 **Sonic Stinger.** Complete with insectoid unit which provides light and sound! Insector 2, the female member of the reconnaissance crew, controls this strong, powerful ship equipped for defending the Insectoid nation and for foraging the planet Armeron for the Voltstone rock. This rock is created when lightning strikes the planet and is used by the crew to fuel their fleet. From 7 years.

6901 **Astric.** From 5 years.

6919 **Odonata.** Once located the voltstone is then collected by a member of the Collection Team. The Odonata and its pilot, Insector Leon, travel the surface of the planet Armeron ready to pick up the energy stones. From 7 years.
6900 Xvader with holographic and heat sensitive elements. The Alien completes the set. From 7 years.

6979 Xinterstella Voyager. An incredible spaceship with micro motor to operate the Fibre Optic System and a battery box that gives power to light up the control bridge. The Voyager and crew are a potential threat to the survival of the human race. Will their new way of life and futuristic communication processes cause trouble in the future? From 8 years.
6975 Xalienator. Fantastic UFO complete with magnet that can lift the smaller UFO from its base to reveal the Alien Force and Techdroid I. The smaller UFO gives access to the control bridge and the larger UFO has two areas for control and communication purposes. It also gives storage space for the small land vehicle. With Aliens breaking through our protective space barriers what effect will this have on human life as we know it? From 8 years.

6829 Xdiscooever with Techdroid I. From 6 years.

6818 Xcyber vehicle with Techdroid I. From 5 years. (Spring/Summer item only).
6755 Sheriff Duke. Sheriff Duke guards his prisoner in jail. Includes a number of figures and a horse. From 7 years.

6769 Fort Apache. The home of the seventh cavalry. A real fort with a number of figures and horses prepared to tackle any trouble in the Wild West. From 8 years.

6706 Colonel Jefferson and his men. From 5 years.

6765 Silver City. Silver City, where the stagecoach comes to a stop outside the city bank and general store. Life is tough in Silver City! From 8 years.
6766 Big Chief Rattle Snake’s Camp. The home of the Indian tribe. Complete with Indians, wigwams, canoes and all their belongings. From 8 years.

6709 Big Chief Rattle Snake. From 5 years.

6718 Medicine Spring includes Indian, medicine man and totem pole. From 6 years.

6746 Snake Creek complete with Chief, Indians, wigwam and totem pole. From 7 years.
6027 Hubble Bubble’s Balista.
From 6 years.

6087 The Evil Mountain where Hubble Bubble’s spells are cast. Complete with trap doors, tipping stone which closes the entrance to the prison, skeleton and dragon. From 7 years.

6037 Hubble Bubble’s Dragonair.
A crazy flying boat to transport Hubble Bubble to new worlds. From 6 years.
6097 Count Batlord’s Kingdom
The castle is full of trap doors, secret passages and rotating walls to protect the magic book, located in Hubble Bubble’s tower, from intruders. So much is going on in Count Batlord’s Kingdom that you could write your own magic book on it! From 8 years.

6007 Count Batlord and Dragon.
From 5 years.

6031 Soldiers and Hubble Bubble.
From 5 years. (Spring/Summer only).

6047 Batlord’s Prison.
The prison can be removed from its transport. The bars of the prison can be raised and lowered for easy access. From 7 years.

6028 Treasure Chest.
From 5 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY

NEW FOR JANUARY
NEW FOR AUGUST

5600 LEGO Radio Control Car. Our new RC Car comes with instructions to change its design five times! Each time you change your car, you can control its speed and direction. You have the control!! You are in the driving seat, so get driving. From 7 years.
5542 Rescue Helicopter with double doors on each side and rotating blades. There are also building instructions for a cool sledge in case of land rescue. From 9 years.

5561 LEGO SYSTEM Big Foot with doors that open, seats that can be adjusted and moveable wing mirrors. This vehicle can be steered using the element on top of the cab. From 10 years.

4559 High Speed Train Starter Set Includes plug-in transformer, speed regulator and connector cord. A great introduction to our 9 volt train range. From 7 years.

4532 Level Crossing with control tower, platform and gates. From 7 years.

4531 Manual Points with track. From 7 years.

4520 Curved Rails (EIGHT). From 7 years.

4515 Straight Rails (EIGHT). From 7 years.
Belville has gone beach mad! You'll be the talk of the town with this Luxury Cruiser. You can relax on deck or man the wheel. Either way be careful Blacky the Dog doesn't go overboard! How about helping Laura learn to surf? Or maybe you would prefer to go pony trekking with Jennifer and Lucinda. The brilliant Belville range is action packed, with all you need to have lots of fun in 1998!

5835 Belville Dance Studio. From 5 years.

5845 Harriet at the Dolphin Show. From 6 years.

5853 Lucinda and Cressida. From 5 years.

5844 Laura with surfboard. From 5 years.

5841 Belville Beach Fun. From 5 years.
5846 Desert Island. Why not relax on your own desert island. From 6 years.

5847 Surfer's Paradise. You can surf, enjoy an ice cream, sunbathe or simply have fun with your friends. From 6 years.

5848 The Belville Luxury Cruiser. Take a holiday, sleep, eat and drink on this luxury cruiser. Use the small boat to paddle to shore for those small necessities or for fishing for your evening meal! From 7 years.

5854 Pony Trekking. Enjoy a weekend away with your very own tent and accessories. Once the holiday is over, you can pack your things away and let your horse take you back home. From 6 years.

5855 Riding Stables. When learning to ride, you need the right environment. With horse and foal, riders and a trainer, paddock, fences and stables you have everything you need for a great time. From 7 years.
LEGOLAND WINDSOR

MORE FUN than IM!

Ride The Dragon through the heights and depths of the new Dragon Knight’s Castle, discover the dungeons where dwarves and dragons dwell, before flying out at speed through the trees in an exciting roller-coaster ride.

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 14th MARCH TO 1st NOVEMBER FROM 10.00am - 6.00pm.

DON’T MISS:
14 - 15 March LEGO Club Days
11 - 13 April Easter Adventures
27 - 28 June Pirate Days
30, 31 October - 1 November Laser Fireworks Extravaganza

FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR TO BOOK CALL: 0990 04 04 04
You could imagine!

It's a mad mad world... Brave the Pirate Falls.

Drive a car and get a LEGOLAND licence.
LEGO® Kidswear is a superb range of clothing with that same great quality that is typical of all LEGO products.

To find out more contact us on 0345 080070, and we can tell you about your local stockist.
A NEW RANGE OF CREATIVE FAMILY FUN TEASERS!

Available in stores early summer. Call 0345 080070 for more information

BATH TIME FUN!

BUBBLE BATH

THREE NEW MATES FOR FROTHY FUN IN THE BATH!

For availability please call: 0345 080070
or Fax: 0171 470 1903
A new watch every day!

The LEGO® WATCH SYSTEM is a new generation of quality watches designed around a unique ‘Build it yourself’ theme. Multicoloured links click together to create a watch bracelet made to the wearer’s own design.

Interchangeable coloured straps are also available.

Outer rings operate as a World timer, Tachometer, Direction finder and the watch face glows in the dark.

Designed for young and old over 3 years of age.

For information on your local stockist call Time Developments on 0171 242 5370, or why not join the LEGO Club where this and many other great offers can be yours!! Call us on 0345 080070 for more information.
With our new CD ROM Game you can build your own jet-ski, race a formula car, fly a helicopter or grind a skateboard. It’s up to you! However, if you spring the Brickster from jail he’ll try and tear your island apart. You can slow him down with your garlic flavoured pizza! You just happen to have a turbo pizza thrower in your helicopter.

LEGO Island is a game which you can play if you have Windows 95. You can buy the game at any good Computer Game Store.

Any queries call us on 0345 080070
LEGO® Toys for Pre-Schoolers!

Play is a really important part of the early years of a child's life. Not only is it great fun, but it also helps children develop too!

What makes the LEGO Brand special? We believe our LEGO PRIMO range and LEGO DUPLO toys are special because they provide children, (and maybe you, too!) with hours of imaginative play, whilst also strengthening their intellect and contributing to their development.

We don't neglect the practical considerations either. Our products are made to exceed minimum safety standards in every country in the world, so that you, as parents, are reassured and can have confidence in our products. LEGO toys are durable too, to ensure they stand up to children's boisterous play! We all know how messy children can be, so our toys (with the exception of electrical parts) are also easy to clean with warm, soapy water!

Playing with LEGO Toys
Children can use LEGO toys in all types of play.

Physical Play
In this type of play your child will push or throw toys around energetically. This teaches your child how to co-ordinate their actions and control their body.

Experimental Play
Stacking things, sorting shapes and putting things into containers are all types of experimental play. By watching and talking to your child you can help them with their new discoveries!

Creative Play
Children love to use their toys to make things! The beauty of LEGO PRIMO toys and the LEGO DUPLO range is that they can be combined in so many different ways that will really appeal to your child's imagination.

Fantasy Play
When children get a little older they love to act things out, make stories up and use their toys in role play. LEGO toys are a great way to stimulate this type of fantasy play, and challenge your child's imagination.

Messy Play
Many of our products have been designed with "messy play" in mind!

By playing with sand and water alongside our toys, children can enjoy learning about the different properties of materials.

Playing With Friends
When your child begins to socialise with other children, LEGO toys make playing with friends great fun!

The Total Play Experience!
We hope this brochure will give you an insight into how our LEGO PRIMO Baby range and LEGO DUPLO toys can help your child's development whilst providing hours of fun! Learning is fun with LEGO toys, and our philosophy behind the development of our products is that they should grow with your child;
LEGO PRIMO fits with LEGO DUPLO which fits with LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC - The Total Play Experience!

2096 LEGO PRIMO Barney Bear Stacker.
Stacking with Barney Bear will be so much fun for your child. Not only can you stack the elements any way but the larger of the stacking elements also rattles. Barney Bear will top any stacking tower. From 6 months.
Baby Toys

2099 LEGO PRIMO Fun Sorter. A real challenge for little brains. With your help your child can stack things high to knock them down again, as well as learn how to fit the different shapes into the different holes. The set also includes a baseplate. An ideal toy which encourages the use of lots of basic skills. From 8 months.

2095 LEGO PRIMO Peep-Po Ball. Children love to roll things and with our new Peep-Po ball it never goes too far out of reach. New peeping heads, which give that element of surprise, pop up from the holes in the ball every time it is turned. As the Peep-Po ball does not roll very far it can be used to encourage your child to crawl. A Polar Bear accompanies the ball for extra play value and can be placed on any of the peeping heads. It also rattles. From 3 months.

2000 LEGO PRIMO Sally Starfish. A brightly coloured teether ideal for chewing but also great to hold. Sally is red and yellow which are very visible primary colours for your baby to see and learn to recognise. From 3 months.

2097 LEGO PRIMO Clarence Caterpillar and Friends. Provides great entertainment as Clarence can be wheeled around or shaken to hear the rattle sound. If a little pressure is applied to Clarence he will bounce up and down for extra fun. A Bumble Bee and Ladybird give Clarence extra play value as they can be stacked onto his body. From 6 months.

2098 LEGO PRIMO Tub Boat Tommy for playing in water and on land. When the boat is submerged into the water it will whistle through its chimney. On land the chimney can be used as a small shower for Tommy. Ideal toy for bath time play. From 6 months.

2001 LEGO PRIMO Three-in-One. Three colourful toys to stimulate touch, sight and sound. Walter Walrus rattles, Sammy teether is great to chew on and the pliable tree is great fun in your baby's hands. Stacking can also take place with all PRIMO products the three-in-one elements can be fitted together. From 3 months.

2093 LEGO PRIMO Lucy Ladybird. A brightly coloured first toy for encouraging eye movement and for recognising different surfaces. The handle is made from chewable material and the black spots on the ladybird are raised so little fingers can search them out. From birth.

2094 LEGO PRIMO Desmond Duck and House. The different sensations of the plastic and the fabric will encourage your child to develop its tactile sense. The door of the house is secured by Velcro tape so opening and closing the entrance can be practised. As your child develops, this small house can turn into a home for other PRIMO and DUPLO animals. Desmond also rattles which gives lots of fun for your child. From birth.

2021 LEGO PRIMO Clarence Caterpillar and Friends Gift Set. A superb collection of toys designed to stimulate baby during those early stages. Clarence Caterpillar can be wheeled, shaken and when pressure applied Clarence will bounce up and down, Dinosaur Duck and the various PRIMO elements will rattle, one element has a mirror and Sammy Starfish is ideal for those teething problems. From 3 months.

2007 LEGO PRIMO Musical Cuthbert and Friend. A musical camel that is activated by twisting the body. Cuthbert's friend is a great addition to learn simple stacking skills. At the end of the day or when baby wants to relax why not activate Cuthbert for some gentle sounds! From birth.
**Stack 'n' Learn**

2011 LEGO PRIMO Molly’s Stack ‘n’ Learn Set. Molly can fit inside the house or why not turn the house into a make believe camera, or it can be a mobile home when placed on the waggon. Using their imagination your baby will have a brilliant time with this set. From 6 months.

2089 LEGO PRIMO Tommy and Friends Gift Set includes a polar bear and elephant, a palm tree, trolley and lots of PRIMO blocks. The set also includes a base plate for models to be constructed. From 6 months.

2012 LEGO PRIMO Leonard Ladybird. A great set which includes PRIMO blocks and a ladybird that rattles. All stored in a fun Ladybird container. From 6 months.

2081 LEGO PRIMO Ladybird Stacker. A great set for learning those basic skills of stacking blocks only to knock them down again. The ladybird also rattles. As with all PRIMO sets this set includes a connector brick which allows your child to fit these blocks with DUPLO building bricks. From 6 months.

2018 LEGO PRIMO Timmy’s Stack ‘n’ Learn Set includes a variety of PRIMO building blocks, a waggon and Timmy in miniature! A great toy for learning to stack PRIMO building blocks and for knocking them down again! Big Timmy is also a fun container. From 6 months.

2013 LEGO PRIMO Fun Train. A great train which includes Timmy and friends and a number of brightly coloured PRIMO elements some of which rattle. All PRIMO elements can be stacked on board the fun train for added play value. From 6 months.
Large Toys

2010 LEGO PRIMO Toddler Truck. A brightly coloured walker truck which will help give your child confidence when taking those all important first steps. The stacking blocks broaden the appeal of the set and add to the play value. From 9 months.

NEW FOR MARCH

2022 LEGO PRIMO Edward Elephant. Edward is a large elephant big enough to sit and rock on, or when the rollers are used your child can use their leg power to move Edward up and down. Not only that, Edward's nose can be used for building and lots of brightly coloured PRIMO blocks are included in this set and kept inside Edward. A first class toy for a first class child. From 9 months.
In 1998 LEGO DUPLO has tubes! To add to our wonderful range of brightly coloured bricks, figures and animals we have introduced tubes to make toddler building even more fun! Building with LEGO DUPLO toys helps children learn about colours, counting and develops their language skills as they make up stories about the things they create. Your child will love our cute ghost figure which glows in the dark, too!

NEW FOR JANUARY

2223 LEGO DUPLO Tubular Wheels! A brilliant mixture of tubular elements that click together, push-along train, ghosts, lots of brightly coloured DUPLO bricks and some specially decorated elements. The ghost costumes can fit over the little DUPLO characters for a simple game of hide and seek that children love to play. The set is ideal for all kinds of play, experimental, creative and fantasy and with so much in the set there is enough to play with friends. From 2 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY

2222 LEGO DUPLO Tubular Fun! Experience lots of fun by clicking the tubular elements together and then use these as a funnel to roll your ball. Brightly coloured DUPLO bricks, trike and rider add to the play value of this set. Tubes and bricks are great for your child to learn hand-to-eye co-ordination and develop the necessary concentration skills. From 2 years.
NEW FOR JANUARY

2271 LEGO DUPLO
Barrow Boy.
From 2 years.

2270 LEGO DUPLO
Spotty Dog Set.
From 2 years.

2277 LEGO DUPLO
Perdy Pussy Cat.
From 2 years.

2247 LEGO DUPLO Bumper Pack.
An ideal first construction set
with easy to handle brightly coloured
bricks and pieces for little fingers.
From 18 months.

2241 LEGO DUPLO
Duck 'n' Apple Tree Set.
Specially decorated elements
go together with a collection
of brightly coloured basic
bricks. A great introduction
to building with LEGO DUPLO. From 18 months.

2304 LEGO DUPLO Large
Green Building Plate (38 x
38 cm). From 18 months.

2306 LEGO DUPLO Large
Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).
From 18 months.

2252 LEGO DUPLO Toddler
Building Cannister with
baseplate lid. From 18 months.

2198 LEGO DUPLO Red,
Green and Yellow Building
Plates (9.5 x 19 cm) From 2 years.

2124 LEGO DUPLO
Penguin Bucket with an
assortment of brightly coloured
bricks, a decorated fish brick
and figure. From 18 months.
2434 LEGO DUPLO Sheriff Jake. Sheriff Jake is at the ready to protect the Wild West from bandits! You can deputise for Sheriff Jake with your very own Sheriff's badge. Role play has never been so much fun as with Sheriff Jake, Bandit Joe, prison and decorated 'wanted' and 'key' bricks. All stored in a Sheriff Jake Container. From 2 years.

2683 LEGO DUPLO Police Station with police car, helicopter and two police officers who guard the prisoner. From 2 years.

2606 LEGO DUPLO Refuse Truck with realistic tipping truck and refuse collector. From 18 months.

2436 LEGO DUPLO Big Chief Brown Bear's Camp. Many stories can be told around the camp fire! A magnificent Indian Camp complete with tepees, canoe, decorated totem pole, Big Chief's family and decorated bricks. From 2 years.

2431 LEGO DUPLO Big Chief Brown Bear and Canoe. From 2 years.

2433 LEGO DUPLO Wild West Stagecoach. Complete with rider, passenger and the day's mail. From 2 years.
2687 LEGO DUPLO Harbour. This great set includes a fishing boat, a smaller boat, decorated fish bricks and a whale. The day's catch of fish can be winched up and loaded into a tipping container which then loads it into a lorry to be taken to the market. To complete this set there are three figures, two wearing sou'westers and one figure who is the harbour chief. Both boats float on water. From 2 years.

2608 LEGO DUPLO Family includes six family members, the dog, a pushchair and video camera. From 18 months.

2690 LEGO DUPLO Fire Chief. From 2 years.

2684 LEGO DUPLO Dinghy with figure and decorated lifebuoy brick. From 18 months.

2607 LEGO DUPLO Catapult Racer. From 2 years.

2818 LEGO DUPLO Villa. A complete home for the DUPLO Family. Your child will love to role play with this house, moving the furniture around, learning how to keep the house clean and plenty of stickers to decorate the house and make it into a dream home. From 3 years.

2817 LEGO DUPLO Party Time. It's party time in the DUPLO house, time for cake and lots of fun. Complete with party goers, table, chairs and other fun elements to give your child a great time. From 2 years.

2815 LEGO DUPLO Milly, Molly and Trike. From 2 years.
**Animal World!**

**2601 LEGO DUPLO T-Bones.** Tyrannosaurus with baby. Includes palm tree and decorated strawberry brick. From 18 months.

**2604 LEGO DUPLO Sandstone City.** Create your own Sandstone City with great new building plates, and a big selection of dinosaurs of all different sizes and colours. The Sandstone family and lots of special elements and decorated bricks mean that fantasy play has never been so much fun! From 2 years.

**2602 LEGO DUPLO Sandstone Family.** This set includes everything you need for great role play. Your very own cave, table and chairs, decorated fire brick and a small family car. The set also includes a rucksack, flower elements and decorated pineapple bricks. There are two family members who are accompanied by a young pterodactyl, triceratops and baby. From 2 years.

**2806 LEGO DUPLO Little Grit and Big Chick Chuckles with Pterodactyl, girl and decorated grape brick.** From 18 months.

**2862 LEGO DUPLO Baby Animals.** A set which includes a lion cub, baby panther, giraffe and hippo. From 18 months.

**2864 LEGO DUPLO Animal Kingdom.** Complete with wild animals and enough bricks and elements to create your very own animal park environment. From 2 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY

**2695 LEGO DUPLO Pony and Trap with Patch the Pony!** From 2 years.
NEW FOR JANUARY

2805 LEGO DUPLO Pony Club including two ponies and their riders, decorated food and water bricks and a fence for those early morning practices. From 18 months.

2866 LEGO DUPLO Attraction Centre. A magnificent DUPLO Attraction with a variety of wild animals, children’s play facilities and a selection of DUPLO bricks and decorated elements to give your child the best time yet. From 2 years.

2896 Farmer Bill’s Tractor Set. Ready to work in the fields. From 2 years.

2697 DUPLO Farm Animals around the feeding trough. From 2 years.

2694 LEGO DUPLO Play Farm Enjoy life down on the DUPLO Farm. The set includes a cow and horse, both with their young, a sheep, a piglet, a hen and Bill the farmer with two of his friends. Lots of play value. From 2 years.
All Aboard!

Playing with toys that mirror the world around them, helps children make sense of things. The LEGO DUPLO Play Train range is ideal for children who are ready for mechanical toys.

The Electric Play Train Starter set can be controlled in three different ways: a start/stop button placed at the top of the train, a pole reverser which changes the train's direction and by means of a start/stop rail.

The LEGO DUPLO Train runs on 3 x 1.5 volt batteries. It has four different sounds which indicate the functions, start, stop, reverse and automatic power cut out. The cut out facility comes into effect when the train has not been activated for two minutes. So blow the whistle and off we go!
2734 LEGO DUPLO Straight Track (SIX). From 2 years.

2735 LEGO DUPLO Curved Track (SIX). From 2 years.

2741 LEGO DUPLO Electric Play Train Starter Set A great introduction to the world of trains. From 3 years.

2739 LEGO DUPLO Play Train Goods Wagon. From 2 years.

2731 LEGO DUPLO Push Along Play Train Open the roof, put in the driver, Patch is on board, off we go! From 2 years.

2737 LEGO DUPLO Diamond Crossing and Track Pack (EIGHT). From 2 years.
Freestyle

From the age of three your child has learned many skills, but they are still developing all the time. They can perform delicate tasks with their little fingers, which is ideal for Freestyle building! Freestyle gives your child the inspiration to develop their own creations with LEGO bricks. Freestyle unlocks the imagination, and anything is possible!

2195 LEGO SYSTEM Friendly Monster Bucket with a superb number of brightly coloured bricks, special elements and decorated face bricks. From 3 years.

4135 Freestyle Flower Power with building plate lid. From 3 years.

4137 Freestyle Play Time 3+
4139 FreeStyle Build 'n' Play Bucket 3+

629 3 Building Plates (8 x 16 studs each) From 3 years.

626 Green Building Plate (32 x 32 studs) From 3 years.

627 Sea Building Plate (32 x 32 studs) From 3 years.

628 Building Plate (48 x 48 studs) From 3 years.

636 Pull Back Motor From 3 years.

624 9V Motor From 5 years.

631 Doors and Windows From 5 years.

632 Wheels From 5 years.

633 RoofTiles Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch. From 5 years.

1857 LEGO SYSTEM Brick Value Pack. A 950 piece bumper pack. From 5 years.

637 Play Table With building plates suitable for DUPLO and LEGO SYSTEM building. Room for plenty of bricks inside. From 3 years.
8233 Blue Thunder Versus The Stinger. Get a real slice of the action with Blue Thunder versus The Stinger. Once you have built the models you control Blue Thunder as it tries to destroy the target. Victory can be yours. You can even motorise Blue Thunder with set number 8735. From 8 years.

8245 The Pincer. This is where the real action is. Build the two opposing vehicles and then prepare to do battle. As you use your vehicle with the jaw tong arm to hit the opposing target, its head will jump back and new eyes appear. The rubber band will then be released causing the vehicle to move forward. If this vehicle runs into the front of its opponent its claws are activated to attack. It is your job once those eyes are revealed to neutralise your attacker! From 9 years.
8257 Jaw-Tong Slammers. This is where the real action is. Build the two opposing slammers and then prepare to compete. Each Jaw-Tong Slammer is controlled by shooting the arms forward to hit the opponent's target. Once you hit your target the opponent is dislodged from his seat and victory is yours! From 9 years.

8266 Blue Flash Versus The Arachnophob. This really brilliant set includes a motorised spider which jumps around to avoid Blue Flash hitting its target. You control Blue Flash by the use of its arms as you compete to get a real piece of the action. Once you've hit the target the spider's controller is dislodged from his seat, the motor stops and victory is yours! From 7 years.
8244 LEGO TECHNIC Transformer Set.
Instructions for 9 models built up from 3 basic modules which can be snapped together. The models include a helicopter, breakdown truck, a trike, sports car and snow scooter. The modules can be interchanged easily. From 8 years.

8277 LEGO TECHNIC Robochopper.
A fun model which you can build in sections. Each section builds to form a robot or when taken apart smaller models can be constructed. Also builds a helicopter and sabre cat. From 8 years.

8216 LEGO TECHNIC Team Octan with steering. Also builds an alternative vehicle which can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

8207 LEGO TECHNIC Hawaiian Beach Racer with spring suspension. Also builds a racing car which can be motorised with set no 8720. From 7 years.

8222 LEGO TECHNIC VTOL with adjustable propellers and wings for vertical take-off and landing. Also builds a hovercraft which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8248 FLT
From 8 years.

NEW MICRO TECHNICT
8232 LEGO TECHNIC Eagle I with moving propellers. Also builds a racing car which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8230 LEGO TECHNIC Miami Beach Patrol with rack-and-pinion steering. The set also builds a rescue vehicle which can be motorised with set no 8720. From 8 years.

8229 LEGO TECHNIC Warthog A 2-in-1 vehicle with tracks which can be snapped into two, the upper part can turn into a small plane whilst the lower part is an alternative vehicle. Also builds a fork lift truck which can be motorised with set no 8720. From 8 years.

8215 Gyrocopter. From 7 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY

8299 LEGO TECHNIC Nautilus with CD ROM. A realistic submarine with deep sea scooter and pneumatic system which enables deep exploration of the ocean bed. Building instructions are included both in print and on a new CD ROM. The CD ROM also includes building instructions for a number of other models and special LEGO TECHNIC hot tips. See below for further details of our brand new CD ROM. The CD ROM is compatible with Macintosh, IBM, Windows 3.2 and Windows 95. From 9 years.

2854 Easy Rider 2 with elastic for great power. This great trike with its new TECHNIC colours can also be modified to build an alternative dragster. From 7 years.

NEW FOR JANUARY

8226 Desert Stormer. From 8 years.

8218 Trike Tourer. TECHNIC construction in miniature. From 7 years.

8217 The Wasp. TECHNIC construction in miniature. From 7 years.

8208 Custom Cruiser. TECHNIC construction in miniature. From 7 years.

8202 Easy Rider From 7 years.
8480 LEGO TECHNIC Space Shuttle Colorado with Fibre Optics. This magnificent model has two motors. The LEGO TECHNIC motor controls four incredible functions: 1) opens the hatches 2) lifts the Canadian Arm 3) turns the Canadian Arm and 4) operates the FOS Light. The micro motor unfolds the satellite’s wings. If that is not enough you can build a gigantic submarine instead and use the motors for other incredible functions. From 11 years.

8459 LEGO TECHNIC Power Machine With Pneumatic Tank with new pneumatic airtank for storage of compressed air which can be used for loading and unloading. Can be motorised with set no. 8735. Also includes building instructions for pneumatic forest tractor. From 11 years.

8414 LEGO TECHNIC Sierra Nevada IV with great suspension, V2 motor and hefty all terrain tyres on the front and continuous track at the rear. Also builds a robot which can be motorised with set number 8735. From 10 years.

8735 LEGO TECHNIC Advanced Power Pack. This motor is compatible with 8414, 8459, 8479 and 8437 and all new 1998 Starter and Advanced sets. The set includes a motor, battery box, cable and elements from which you can build an experimental vehicle, helicopter or a crane. From 7 years.
8443 LEGO TECHNIC
Pneumatic Logger You operate the crane and grab by means of pneumatics, and you steer the 6 wheels by the flashing light on the roof. Can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 10 years.

8417 Super Bike. A great new super bike with alloy wheels, flex cables and corrugated tubing. The bike can be motorised using set number 8735. There are also instructions for an alternative bike which also has a kickstand to keep the bike upright. From 9 years.

NEW FOR AUGUST

8428 Red Hot Machine with CD ROM. A superb red hot machine sporting the new alloy wheels. The V6 engine moves during the driving of the car and the seats are adjustable. By pressing the spoiler down at the back of the car it can be transformed into a more sporty vehicle. There are instructions for an alternative buggy complete with moving V6 engine which can be motorised with set number 8735. Enclosed in the 8428 is a FREE CD ROM which will give the user opportunities to build their models using the CD ROM, see the 98 TECHNIC range, and lots more opportunities. From 10 years.

NEW FOR AUGUST

8408 LEGO TECHNIC V2 Sport Star
with differential gear, air filled tyres, V2 engine and front wheel steering. Also builds a hefty roadster, which can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 9 years.

8437 LEGO TECHNIC Sahara Blaster
with rear suspension, 4 cylinder V engine and hefty all terrain tyres. The V engine can be removed and replaced with the 8735 motor. Also builds a radar vehicle. From 10 years.
8462 Recovery Truck. This incredible new truck with alloy wheels has front wheel steering controlled from the roof of the cab. Once you have pumped the air into the pneumatic system, you can control the tow bar and the arm of the tow bar by the levers on the left side of the truck. On the right side of the truck there is a lever which operates the crane arm once you have pumped the air into the pneumatics. There are also instructions for a car and trailer which can be motorised with set number 8735. From 11 years.

8479 LEGO TECHNIC Barcode Truck. This monster of a truck includes a new powerful LEGO TECHNIC electric motor and a barcode reader which allows functions to be read and programmed into the vehicle. Realistic sounds can be heard which are generated by the barcode reader. The 8479 will build 3 other alternative models. There is the 6 wheeled truck with radar, a buggy designed for rough terrain and a robot. From 11 years.
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Mummy!
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